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Smart email that makes 
complex work simple
SEDNA gives teams time, clarity and confidence– 
so they can stay focused on what matters most.

Traditional email wasn’t designed to cope with  
the speed and precision your teams demand.

Organizations are crumbling under the weight of mass email 
volume and siloed communication–wasting precious time and 
fragmenting ways of working. 
 
But you don’t have to accept this broken system  
as the status quo.

SEDNA’s smart email platform brings simplicity,  
speed and security to business-critical transactions. 

Simplify team workflows 
SEDNA drastically cuts email volume and empowers teams to 
collaborate around every task. Our open API creates endless 
opportunities to customize and streamline workflows.

Respond at lightning speed 
SEDNA’s super-fast search helps you find anything  
in an instant. Every email is automatically tagged  
and sorted so you can spend more time focusing  
on what really matters.

Unrivalled security protection 
SEDNA’s enterprise-grade security and cloud-based storage keeps 
your data secure and recoverable.

Email is derailing 
your teams 
every day

Make email your 
competitive 
advantage

“SEDNA returned 2 hours a day, to EACH person on our team. 
Anyone using another tool for email is only wasting time.”

Berend Luger
Viterra Chartering
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SEDNA empowers teams to go...

Industry leaders rely on SEDNA

FROM 

EMAIL OVERLOAD 
Email bombardment, siloed inboxes, 

repetitive and redundant conversations

TO 

EMAIL CONTROL 
Automated organization, a single home  
for all team communications

FROM 

SILOED TEAM 
Lack of clarity and visibility  
between and within teams

TO 

ALIGNED TEAM 
One source of truth, a place to  
collaborate around any message or task

FROM 

TIME WASTED ON MANUAL PROCESSES 
Time wasted with endless manual filing and 

searching for information

TO 

SUPERCHARGE TEAM PERFORMANCE 
Unifying processes and quick  
composing features

FROM 

YOU VS. CYBER ATTACKS 
Human error leading to security breaches

TO 

ROBUST SECURITY PROTECTION 
Verified contacts, alerts for team 
awareness around potential scams

90 99 01% % secDecrease in daily 
email volume per 
user at Norden

Reduction in 
email filing 
at Glencore

Results speed when 
searching millions 
of emails 


